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brainstorm ideas relevant to the session

Categories and Subject Descriptors
• Information systems Database management system
engines • Computing methodologies Massively parallel and
high-performance simulations. This is just an example, please
use the correct category and subject descriptors for your
submission. The ACM Computing Classification Scheme:
http://www.acm.org/about/class/class/2012. Please read the HOW
TO CLASSIFY WORKS USING ACM'S COMPUTING
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM for instructions on how to classify
your document using the 2012 ACM Computing Classification
System and insert the index terms into your Microsoft Word
source file.
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•

Etc.

4. EXPECTATIONS
State the intended audience. Indicate how much the session will
cover and what the audience should learn. This is particularly
important if your proposed special session is a tutorial. If
feedback from the audience is desired, indicate how it will be
elicited.

5. SUITABILITY FOR A SPECIAL
SESSION

Keywords are your own designated keywords separated by
semicolons (“;”).

Include a brief description that justifies the inclusion of this
presentation as a special session. Explain why the proposed
presentation is better suited for a special session than a paper or
panel.

1. SUMMARY

6. REFERENCES

Keywords

Instead of an abstract, provide a summary of the session here.

2. OBJECTIVE
Describe the topic of the special session and explain how the
session will be organized (e.g., as a committee report, tutorial,
hands-on exercise, …). Indicate why the proposed session is
important.

3. OUTLINE
Organize this section by subtopics, activities, or a similar scheme.
If more than one participant is involved, label each section of the
outline with the name of the participant who will be presenting
that section. Note that in the case of a committee report, the
presenters might be a subset of the authors. You have 75 minutes
total and we suggest that you allow at least 40 - 50% of the time
for questions and answers or other interaction with the attendees.
A sample outline might look something like this:
•

Introduction (10 mins) – Speakers will introduce topic of the
session with examples

•

Demo of topic (20 mins) - Blah, blah, blah

•

Small Group Brainstorming (15 mins) – Attendees will
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